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Results

The brains of all bilaterally symmetric animals on Earth are Bicameral - they
are divided into left and right hemispheres. It’s a remarkably conserved feature
across species, indicating its importance for intelligence.
The anatomy and functionality of the hemispheres have a large degree of
overlap, but they specialize to possess different attributes. One likely explanation
for the emergent specialization is small differences in parameterisation of the
substrate e.g. synaptic plasticity, resource allocation (fig. 2) and connectivity
patterns within and across layers [1, 2, 3, 4], see fig. 1.
Despite the importance of hemispheric specialization, it is still poorly understood
and has not been exploited in AI.

Mimicking Left and Right
The hypothesis:
1. Specialization can be achieved by mimicking substrate differences with
architectural and functional features.
2. An ANN with differentially specialized sub-networks can outperform a single
comparable network on classification spanning both general and specific
classes. I.e. Each image belongs to both a specific and a general class
General and Specific classes, an example:
General = sea creature, Specific = penguin, seal, shark etc.

Specialization:
● Simple Specialization (supervision alone) had the most significant effect
● Sparsity a slight effect
● Resource allocation increased differential specialization, although decreased
absolute performance on both classe types
● Sparsity + Resource allocation, the combination was surprisingly deleterious
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Method: We tested the hypothesis with two phases (see fig. 3):
1. We investigated general-specific specialization with supervised training of single
hemispheres on just Specific or just General classes (fig. 3a). The single
hemispheres are standard Resnet9. We then also introduced architectural and
functional variation.The configurations were thus:
A. Simple Specialization: Only supervision is used to elicit specialization.
B. Resource Allocation: Pyramid and Inverted Pyramid architecture represents
resource allocation in the brain, fig. 2. The Inverted Pyramid with standard
Resnet9, and Pyramid, a Resnet9 with modified layer widths.
C. Sparsity: Other studies show that the level of sparsity can influence the
spatial ‘breadth’ of features [5], which is important for the General/Specific
distinction. Implemented with top-k ‘winner take all’ competitive learning [5].
D. Combination of B and C above.
2. After demonstrating specialization, we constructed a bicameral network with
pre-trained differentially specialized hemispheres, by adding a single fully
connected (FC ANN) ‘combiner’ layer (fig. 3b) and tested it on multilabel
classification, implemented with dual heads, one each for Specific or General.

Put another way, the ability of the classifier on General classes, is better off with
representations that are specialized for both General and Specific, than just
General alone, and vice versa. Since each image belongs to a General and Specific
class, they are informative about the other. The inductive bias of enforcing
specialized representations has benefits above what it learns from the explicit
objective of multiclass classification alone.

What does it mean?
The results demonstrate that small changes to network parameterisation can
achieve specialization, and that specialization can be complementary and beneficial
for certain tasks. It is important because it provides evidence that biological
hemispheric differences arise this way and it provides insight into which parameters
are likely to be most important. Secondly, it shows that neuroscience principles can
provide inductive biases for novel deep-learning AI architectures.

The task: Image classification using the CIFAR100 dataset, which has hierarchical
labels to indicate General and Specific classes.
Baselines: compared to comparative networks without specialization, both with
dual heads for each class type:
● Bicameral, no specialization, 2x Resnet9 hemispheres (similar to fig. 3b)
● Resnet18, which has approximately the same number of trainable parameters
as our bicameral network of 2x Resnet9.

Future work will explore more complex biologically inspired interactions between
left and right throughout the hierarchy (not just with a combined head).
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Experiment details:
● We conducted hyperparameter searches for each experiment. The best results
are included, the others are omitted for brevity.
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Bicameral network:
● The simple Bicameral architecture had the best outcome, boosting performance
compared to all baselines by ~7% on Specific, and ~6% General.
● Resource Allocation and Sparsity performed better on General, but not Specific
Classes.
● Combining specialized hemispheres always conferred an advantage over a
single hemisphere, even when it didn’t outperform baseline.

Related Work
Beaulieu et. al (2020) created a dual-stream architecture called Neuromodulator
Meta-learner, where one network learns to modulate the other, to enhance continual
learning. We did not find examples of bicameral architectures that exploit
specialization inspired by biological hemispheric differences.
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